
ON THE STRUCTURE OF HYPERCOMPLEX NUMBER SYSTEMS*

BY

SAUL  EPSTEEN  and  J.   H.   MACLAGAN-WEDDERBURN f

In this paper theorems regarding linear associative algebras are enunciated

which are analogous to the Jordan-Holder theorems concerning the quotient

groups and indices of composition in the theory of finite groups (cf. Burnside,

Theory of Groups, chapter 7) ; and of the corresponding Vessiot-Engel

theorems in the theory of continuous groups (Annales de l'École Normale

Supérieure, vol. 9 (1892), p. 203; Lie-Engel, Transformationsgruppen,

vol. 3, pp. 704, 765).

The methods used throughout are rational and hence the results apply to

hypercomplex number systems in which the coefficients are restricted to be

marks of a given field, finite or infinite.

§1-
We consider the linear associative algebra

(!) E=   ei---eme»+r-'erer+l---e„»

where

(2) eiieH= 2>w3e¡3 (í-1, ••-,«).

From the associativity property (6^%)% = ei,(ei2ef3) anc^ *ne linear indepen-

dence of the units are deduced the relations

(3) £(7^7«*-7M*7«*)ai>0 u«*>»<..f*=1»■••>«)•
¿3

Addition of complexes. If AT,, • • •, Xm are any m independent numbers of

the system E, all numbers linearly dependent on the AT,, • • •, Xm and only

on these numbers are said 1o form a complex of order m. We may write

Ex = Xx- ■ ■ Xm. If, similarly, F2 = X[ ■ ■ ■ X'm,, the complex formed of all

members linearly dependent on Xx, ■ • ■, Xm, X[ ,-■■, X'm, is called the sum of Ex

and E2. The order of Ex + E2 is not greater than the sum of the orders of Ex

and E2 but may be less ; thus if Ex = e, • • • em ■ ■ ■ er, E2= em+1 • • • er • • • em>

the sum Ex + E2 is of order m . According to this convention, E + Ex = Ey

E+E2=E,E+ E=E.

'Presented to the Society (Chicago) December 29, 1904. Received for publication January

14, 1905.

t Carnegie Research Scholar (Scotland).
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Multiplication of complexes.* When Ex and E2 are defined as above, the

product Ex E2 is defined as the complex of all numbers linearly dependent on

X X' (p = 1, • ■ ■, m ; q = 1, • ■ -, m ). It is easily shown from the definition of

multiplication of complexes that the process is associative. Thus if we consider

the system

and let Ex = ex, E2 = e2, then ExE2 = exe2 = e2. It can easily be seen that if

the main system E contains a modulus (say e,) then EE(= E2) = E; for, the

modulus (unit) ex multiplied by ex ■ - - en on the right gives ex • ■ ■ en and therefore

E2 contains all the units of E. If E does not contain a modulus it may hap-

pen that in E2 some of the unit3 ex, • • ■, en do not appear and therefore E2 < E.

The condition that E be a system, closed under multiplication, is E2 < E.

Semireducibility. The algebra E is said to be semireduciblef when by a

proper choice of units the following conditions are fulfilled :

(4) X-2X=2X'\
\ for every X, ,X,

(5) 2X-X=2X"\

the general number of E being
m n

X= XX + 2X' = £x,e, +   Y. **V
j=l jt=ni+l

It follows at once that the complex E2 = em+x - • • en is closed under multiplica-

tion.    The conditions (4) and (5) may be written

(4') EE2^E2,

(5') E2E^E2,

and, therefore, of course, E2E2= El < E2. Under these conditions the sub-

algebra E2 is said to be invariant in E.%

Theorem. E2 cannot contain the modulus of E among its numbers. For,

from (4) and (5) it is impossible that any number 2/of E2 shall have the prop-

erty that 2IX= X- 2I= X for every number X of E.

Accompanying system,^ complementary system.    If

E=El-rE2=ex..-emem+x...en,

*Frobenius, Berliner Sitzungsberichte, 1895, p. 164.

t Transactions, vol. 4 (1903), p. 440.

JCartan, Annales de Toulouse, vol. 12 (1898).

gMOLIEN's Begleitendes System, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 41 (1S93), p. 93.
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we may write, in well known notation, E = Ex(mod E2), E = ^(mod Ex) ;

similarly, if X=XX+2X, where X belongs to E, ,Z to Ex, 2X to E2,

we may write X= ,X(mod E2) or X = 2AT(mod Ex). Regarding as equal*

any two numbers of E which are equal, modulo E2, we get, when E2 is

an invariant subsystem, a hypercomplex number system F which is said to

accompany F and to be complementary to the invariant subsystem E2 with

respect to E. It is evidently sufficient to show that the system so defined

is associative.    If xXa, xXß, xXy axe three numbers of Ex and if

,Jl0 •,JLß = JC^ß = jA.aS + 2Aag , ,A^ ■ jA^ = JLßy = xXßy + 2Xßy,

then

(l-^a " 1-5T/J ) • 1-Xy = l^dß " l^y + 2^aß ' l^y = l^(«8)y + 2^'

HE2EX<E2.    Similarly

Ä • ( l-Xß ' l^y ) = l^avBy)  + î^ "'

Now by the associative law and the linear independence of the units we have

and therefore

(xXa-xXß)-xXy = xXa-(xXß-xXy)(mod E2).

The above may also be deduced from a consideration of the 7ii;„/s.    Using

(3) it is seen that

(3y) 1L(Vhh**Vt.Uti - IhHhlhhh) = °     Ul' ¿' j" *Œl« '"' m)-
ij=X

Now if
TP   JP   —  7? Z7r7vT   —    7P

-Z.2Ji>x <-ß2, ÍLxiL2< &2,
or,

2X-XX=2X\       XX-2X=2X ,

that is to say, if every y    = 0 and every y    =»0, we may write (3.) in the

form
TO

¿3=1

§2.

By EX^E2 is meant the common complex of Ex and E2.    Thus if in (1),

E=e,---e  ■■■e,E0=e,,--e---e,th.enE,-^E., = e.,---e.   E,—E,= 0
l 1 m r1        2 m+1 r n' 1 ¿ m + 1 r 1 2

states that Ex and i?2 have no numbers in common.

* Frobenius, 1. o., p. 634.

t According to Molien, loo. cit., p. 92, it is necessary that EE2*z E2, E1E^E1. Evidently,

f r im the text, we can have an accompanying system with the milder conditions E2 Ex< E,,

E, E2<E2.

It may be remarked at this point that the yg¡ are the structure constants of K.
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Reducibility. According to Peirce* an algebra E is said to be mixed

(or reducible) if new units can be introduced such that E = EX + E2, where

E\^EX, E\^E2, EXE2^EX~E2, E2Ex^E~E2.j
Theorem I. If Ex is a maximal invariant subalgebra of E and if there

exists a second invariant subalgebra E[ of E, then either E is reducible or

else E'x is a. subalgebra Ex.

Since Ex and E[ are invariant we have (a) EEX < Ex, (b) Ex E\ < Ex,

(c) EE[<E'X, (d)E[E< E\. We have now that Ex-\-E'x is an invariant subalgebra

of E for E(EX + E'x ) == Ex + E[, (Ex -f E'x )E s Ex + E[ and since Ex is

is maximal by hypothesis Ex + E'X=E or else Ex + E[ = Ex. If Ex+ E\ = E

the algebra is easily seen to be reducible. First, E\ < Ex by (a), E'x < E\ by

(c), Ex E[ < Ex by (b) and EXE'X< E\ by (c) and therefore Ex E'X^EX^E[.

Similarly by (b) and (d), E[ Ex = EX^E[. In the second case, where

Ex + E[ = Ex, it is evident that E[ is a subalgebra of Ex.

Theorem II. If Ex and E[ are maximal invariant subalgebras of E,

and if Ex^ E[ = F4= 0, then F is a maximal invariant subalgebra of both Ex

and E'x.

By theorem I, E = Ex + E[.    Let

E=Ea + Ex (e0-e, = d),

= E'0 + E'X (e'u~e'x = o).

Evidently then E = E0+ E'0 + F.    Because the products Ex F, FEX, E[ F,

FE[ must be contained in Ex and in E[ it follows that

EXF<F,       FEX^F,       E[F=zF,       FE[^F,

and therefore that F is invariant in both Ex and E'x.

Suppose now that F is not maximal in Ex and let G + P(where G <~ F = 0 )

be a maximal invariant subsystem of Ex, i. e.,

EX(G + F)^G + F,       (G + F)EX<G+F.

Consider the complex G + E'x.    Clearly G -~ E[ = 0 and

GE[^F,        E[G^F,

since the products must both lie in Ex and E[.    Therefore, since

Ex G < G -f- F,        EXEX < F,        Ex G s F,        Ex < ExS

we have

E(G + E'x) = (Ex + E[)(G+E'X)^G = E'X.

It is shown in a similar manner that ( G + E[ ) E < G + E[. Thus, if F is

not a maximal invariant subalgebra of Ex, E[ will not be a maximal invariant

*Amerioan Journal, vol. 4 (1881), p. 100.

1 In Scheffers'sdefinition, Mathematische Annalen, vol.39 (1891), p. 317, E¡^E, = 0.
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subalgebra of E (since G + E[ has been proved invariant and G^E[ = 0 ),

which is contrary to the hypothesis. It is shown in exactly the same way that

F is maximal in E'x.

Theorem III. Let E, Ex, E2, - -■ be a normal series of subalgebras of E

(i. e., Er is a maximal invariant subalgebra of Er_x, Eg = E) and let

Kx, K2, •■ be a series of complementary algebras, such that Kr accompanies

Er_x and is complementary to Er. Under these assumptions the series

Kx, K2, ■ ■ ■ is, apart from the order, independent of the choice of the series

E, Ex, E2, ■■ -, In other words, if E, E\, E'2, •■■ is any other normal

series, the complementary series of algebras K[, K'2, ■ - - which it defines is the

same as the series Kx, K2, ■ ■ -, apart from the sequence.

According to the demonstration of theorem 1, we have (if Ex =j= E'x)

(6) E = EX + E'X.

Let EX~E\ = Fx, then

(7) EX = FX + DX (JV>A = 0),

E'X = FX+D'X (J¡í~d;=0),

and it is evident that

(8) E=FX + DX + D'X.

By theorem 2, Fx is a maximal invariant subalgebra of Ex and E'x.

If Fx, F2, F3 is a normal series of Fx, then E, Ex, Fx, F2, ■■■ and

E, E[, Fx, F2, ••• are two new normal series of E. We will now have to prove

that the proposition is true for these two series. For this purpose it is merely

necessary to prove that the complementary algebras defined by E, Ex, Fx and

E, E[, Fx are the same.    If

B = ex ■ ■ ■ edledi+x ■ ■ ■ e,el+x • • • e„,

■E'X —  ei ' ' ' ed[ ed1+l " - " et '

Ex = 6rf]+i • • • c(e/+1 • ■ • en,
then

EX~E'X = Fx = ed¡+x - ■ ■ et,

Dx = ex-.-eix,        D[ = el+x ■ ■ ■ en.

Now the complementary algebra of Ex = Fx -f Dx with respect to E is defined

by the (n — i):i characteristic constants yPtP,P3 where

(9) E (%.l2,äJ,37p3P<ft - %nP.jViyP!PiP3 ) = 0   (i»=< +1, t+ 2, •••,»).

Furthermore, the complementary algebra of Fx with respect to Ex (Ex = Fx -4- Dx )

Í3 defined by the d\ characteristic constants 7Slî2î3 where
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Now it is seen in the same manner that the complementary algebra of E\

with respect to E is defined by (10) and the complementary algebra of Fx with

repect to E\ is defined by (9), and therefore the normal complementary series

defined by E, Ex, Fx is identical, apart from the sequence, with the normal

complementary series defined by E, E\, Fx.

It is now necessary to show that the normal series E, Ex, E2-- -, E, En

Fx, F2, • • • define the same complementary series, and similarly for E, E[, E'2,

■ ■ ■, E, E\, Fx, F2, ■ ■ ■. This amounts to proving the theorem for the algebras

Ex and E[, which involves a finite number of repetitions of the above proof.

§3-

Let E, Ex, E2, ■ ■ • be a normal series of E, let at be the order (number of

units) of E and let I be the difference between a<_, and the maximal order of

a subalgebra* of Et_x which contains Et(E0 = E).

Theorem IV. The numbers lx, l2, • • •, apart from their sequence, are inde-

pendent of the choice of the normal series.

This theorem is an immediate consequence of theorem 3, the integer I being

regarded as the difference between the order of the complementary algebra

Kt of E  with respect to E _, and the order of  a maximal subalgebra of

ir,(«-i,2,...).
Similarly it follows also that the series of integers kt = aa_x — at is indepen-

dent of the choice of the normal series.

Simple algebras. An algebra which contains no invariant subalgebra is said

to be simple.

Theorem V. The complementary algebras Fx, F2, ■ ■ ■ defined by the normal

series E, Ex, E2- ■ ■ are all simple.^

In order to prove this, consider the algebra A = B + Ax( where B — Ax = 0)

wherein Ax is a maximal invariant subalgebra, and let F be the complementary

system of Ax with respect to A. Suppose now that F has an invariant sub-

algebra Fx, F= F' + Fx (where F' -— Fx = 0).    This says that

(11) FFX < Fx,        FXF< Fx.

From  the correspondence  between F and B\ it is seen that we can write

B = B' + Bx (where B' — Bx = 0 ) where, by means of (11),

(12) BBX<BX + A,,        BXB^BX + AX.

Consider now the complex Bx + AX.    We have, since Ax is invariant in A,

and by means of (12)',

* i. e., the order of the subalgebra containing the largest number of independent unite.

fThis theorem is implicitly contained in Molien's paper, loo. cit., p. 96.

X The y¡¡¡ of K are obtained by writing every y¡jk = 0 in the y#, of B.
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A(BX + AX) = (B + AX)(BX + AX)^BX + AX;

and similarly

(BX + AX)A^B + AX.

Thus Bx + Ax is an invariant subalgebra of A and since P,-— Ax = 0, it fol-

lows that Bx + Ax > .4j which is impossible since Ax is maximal by hypothe.-is.

Therefore AT is simple.

The chief series of an algebra. The series E, Px, P2, • • • is said to be a

chief or principal series (chief composition series) when P< is a maximal sub-

algebra of P,_x which is invariant in E(P0 = E). For the chief series it is

shown in exactly the same manner as for the normal series that the system of

complementary algebras Cx, C2, C3, ■ - ■ is invariant, apart from the sequence

( CM being complementary to Pt with respect to P\_x ).

We can now define a series of chief indices of composition analogous to the

indices of composition above, and show that for a given algebra E, the system

of chief indices of composition is independent of the choice of the chief sei ics,

apart from the sequence.

The University of Chicago,

December, 1901.


